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BOOK THE FIRST

FIRST SUITE: NATIONAL LIBRARY OF CATALONIA. BARCELONA
SECOND SUITE: NATIONAL LIBRARY OF SPAIN. MADRID
THIRD SUITE: NATIONAL LIBRARY OF FRANCE. PARIS
FOURTH SUITE: NATIONAL LIBRARY OF URUGUAY. MONTEVIDEO
FIFTH SUITE: LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. WASHINGTON
FIRST SUITE: NATIONAL LIBRARY OF CATALONIA. BARCELONA

A. THE TRAIN DEPARTED EVENING LATE
B. THE TRAIN DEPARTED EARLY

01. PLAN OF PLACEMENT
02. INSCRIPTION
03. WATER PALIMPSEST
04. BARCELONA: NATIONAL LIBRARY
05. ALPHABET
SECOND SUITE: NATIONAL LIBRARY OF SPAIN, MADRID

01. MAIN GATE
02. SECOND HAND BOOKSHOP
03. BOOKS ON THE SHELVES
04. ROOM OF OTTOMAN MAPS
05. GENERAL PLAN OF THE BUILDING
THIRD SUITE: NATIONAL LIBRARY OF FRANCE, PARIS

01. THE SEINE RIVER AT PARIS WAS LIKE A PARTY
02. ALPHABETIC
03. MAP OF THE WORLD
04. VOWELS IN THE CUPBOARD
05. PLAN OF THE CITY OF PARIS
FOURTH SUITE: NATIONAL LIBRARY OF URUGUAY. MONTEVIDEO

01. CIPHERED MESSAGE
02. MONTEVIDEO DESIGN BOOK (2004-2012)
03. THE LIGHTS OF THE CITY
04. THE BLACK WRITING BOOK (AFTER CARLOS LISCANO)
05. PLAN OF MONTEVIDEO PRESERVED IN THE URUGUAY NATIONAL LIBRARY

01. Foundation Act
02. Three Buildings Against the Sky
03. After Pierre-Charles L’Enfant (1791)
04. Prospect for the Main Façade
05. Map of Patawomeke River (1624) kept in Library of Congress